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Abstract—In this work, we investigate cooperative multihop
communications based on OFDMA and fountain codes. Data
packets are forwarded between clusters of simultaneously transmitting nodes which exploit the diversity of links by sharing the
available subcarriers based on local channel conditions. Furthermore, to enable distributed MISO transmissions between clusters,
we investigate the potential of distributing data packets within
the cluster by single node transmissions prior to the common
transmissions aiming to increase the achievable throughput. We
present two novel forwarding schemes that utilize distributed
MISO transmissions while taking advantage of the properties
of fountain codes. The first scheme relies on a full distribution
of all data packets within each cluster while the second scheme
adapts the extent to which data packets are distributed within
the cluster according to local channel conditions. The proposed
schemes are compared to an exclusive SISO forwarding scheme
in which no additional distribution within each cluster is used.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cooperation between forwarding nodes in a multi-hop network can be used to exploit the diversity of links within the
network and increase the achievable throughput. In [1] and
[2], Corridor-based Routing is proposed in which intermediate
hops between source and destination consist of multiple cooperating forwarding nodes in order to utilize Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) in a distributed
manner. This network structure provides spatial diversity in
form of several links between the different transmitters and
receivers in each hop. By an adaptive resource allocation
among the transmitters in each hop, throughput gains are
realized compared to forwarding data along a path of single
nodes. In [2], Corridor-based Routing is also implemented
on software-defined radios to evaluate the performance in a
wireless test-bed.
Beside OFDMA, multiple antenna techniques proved to
be a very successful method to increase data throughput in
many state-of-the-art wireless systems. In a network consisting
of single antenna nodes, multiple-input single-output (MISO)
transmissions can be realized in a distributed manner by
using multiple transmitters simultaneously. The feasibility of
simultaneous transmissions in a MISO fashion is investigated
in [3]. In [4], a cross-layer framework is presented that exploits
the increased transmission range due to achievable diversity
gains based on distributed MISO transmissions. A routing
protocol that adaptively decides on the number of cooperating
nodes and the used cooperation strategy is proposed in [5].
However, to enable distributed MISO transmissions, the same

data packet has to be available at the corresponding transmitters. To achieve this, a source node can adapt its transmission
rate according to the node with the worst channel conditions
out of the cluster of desired next hop forwarders which can
lead to a significant rate loss compared to a point-to-point
transmission to the receiver with the strongest channel.
In this work, we propose a strategy to reduce this rate loss
by utilizing the properties of fountain codes which are offering
a promising alternative to fixed rate transmissions. Using
fountain codes, data packets are transmitted by a theoretically
infinitely long code stream and each receiver accumulates mutual information according to its respective channel capacity
until it is able to decode the data packet. The performance of
fountain codes in collaborative relay networks is investigated
in [6] and [7]. In [6], it is shown that they are superior to
energy accumulation approaches. Applying fountain codes, the
transmission of data packets to a cluster of nodes can then be
done step-wise. First, the source transmits until at least one
node out of the cluster is able to decode each packet. Second,
each node within the cluster can interchange its decoded data
packets with the other nodes to fill the remaining gaps in
terms of mutual-information. This step-wise distribution will
be beneficial in case that the channel conditions within the
cluster are better than the channel conditions from the source
to the nodes within the cluster. The application of fountain
codes for OFDMA multi-hop networks using only single-input
single-output (SISO) transmissions is considered in [8].
In this work, we propose a novel strategy that considers
adaptive OFDMA subcarrier allocation for multihop networks
and integrates distributed MISO transmissions while taking
advantage of the properties of fountain codes. We propose
two novel forwarding schemes which enable distributed MISO
transmissions by an intra-cluster exchange of data packets.
The first scheme is based on a full distribution of all data
packets within the cluster while the second scheme adapts
the extent to which data packets are distributed within the
cluster according to local channel conditions. Furthermore, for
the common transmission phase in which all nodes within a
cluster transmit simultaneously, we present a suitable strategy
to determine beam weights for the MISO transmissions as well
as a strategy for subcarrier allocation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model is given in Section II. Section III considers the
transmission strategy in the first hop of the network. Potential
gains of using distributed MISO transmissions are analyzed in

Section IV. Two elementary cluster transmission phases and
two proposed forwarding schemes are introduced in Section V
and VI, respectively. Their performance is evaluated in Section
VII and Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. S YSTEM MODEL
We consider a multihop network consisting of one source
node, one destination node and Nc intermediate clusters each
consisting of Nf potential forwarding nodes as shown in Figure
1. We assume that all nodes are single antenna, half-duplex
nodes which are not able to transmit and receive at the same
time. The transmission is based on OFDMA as multiple access
scheme with Nsc orthogonal subcarriers. We assume a log
distance path loss between a transmitter i and receiver j with
path loss exponent α which leads to the average link SNR γ̄i,j .
In addition, we assume Rayleigh fading on each subcarrier.
(t)
The channel transfer factor hi,j,n of subcarrier n between
transmitter i and receiver j in time slot t is independent of
the other subcarriers and assumed to be constant for time
slot t of duration T . We assume local channel knowledge
which means that nodes within a cluster have current channel
information about all channels to the nodes of the next cluster.
This requires channel estimation and 1-hop feedback at the
beginning of each time slot.

Fig. 1. Multi-hop network with Nf = 3 forwarding nodes within each cluster

The use of ideal fountain codes is assumed which achieve
Shannon capacity at any rate. A data packet is decodable at
a receiver if the accumulated mutual information reaches the
entropy Hdata of a data packet, i.e.
∑∑
(t)
T · log2 (1 + γj,n ) ≥ Hdata ,
(1)
t

n

(t)

where γj,n denotes the SNR at receiver j concerning subcarrier
n in time slot t. Equation (1) is justified by the assumption that
different codes are transmitted which all represent the same
data packet. The receiver accumulates mutual information by
each different code instead of accumulating energy if the same
code is used for multiple transmissions. We consider a stepby-step transmission where only the source node or nodes
belonging to the same cluster transmit at a time. Instantaneous
acknowledgments by the receiver after each time slot are
assumed.
III. F IRST HOP TRANSMISSION STRATEGY
In this section, the transmission strategy used at the source
node is introduced which is the basis for all considered
transmission schemes in the following. In the first hop, the

data transmission is based on a simple principle: For each of
the Nsc available subcarriers, one data packet is selected in
each time slot according to Algorithm 1. In the beginning,
all data packets that have to be transmitted are stored in set
Spackets . The Nsc data packets to transmit are selected such
that multiple different data packets are transmitted in parallel
on the different subcarriers in each time slot. In case that
a data packet has been successfully decoded by a node of
the next cluster, the node sends an acknowledgment and the
corresponding data packet is removed from set Spackets and
not considered for the scheduling in the next time slot. In
case that the number of remaining undecoded data packets in
set Spackets is less than Nsc , the elements within Spackets are
reused until the number of elements matches the number of
subcarriers. This procedure ensures that each data packet is
available at least at one node of the next cluster and leads to
a distribution of the data packets among the nodes depending
on the individual channel conditions of the receiving nodes
concerning the different subcarriers. We assume that the nodes
within a cluster can overhear each others acknowledgments
such that the nodes know which data packets are available at
which node in the cluster.
Algorithm 1 Data packet to subcarrier scheduling
Require: set Spackets of all undecoded data packets
∗
set Spackets
= Spackets (temporary copy)
for n = 1 to Nsc do
∗
1) allocate first element of Spackets
to subcarrier n
∗
2) cancel selected packet out of set Spackets
∗
if Spackets = {} (empty) then
∗
3) set Spackets
= Spackets
end if
end for
cancel acknowledged packets out of Spackets

IV. A NALYZING POTENTIAL GAINS OF USING
DISTRIBUTED MISO
To apply distributed MISO transmissions, the same data
packet needs to be available at all desired transmitters. Since
the source node stops transmitting a data packet once at
least one node of the first cluster has decoded it, additional
effort needs to be spent to enable distributed MISO. How this
distribution takes place is considered in the next section. In
this section, we first want to analyze the potential gains of
distributed MISO transmissions to figure out if the additional
effort is worth to be spent. If this effort is not spent and
each data packet is only available at one node of the cluster,
the achievable throughput can be increased by allocating each
subcarrier to a transmit node according to the current channel
conditions. In other words, we can select the best out of
multiple links for each subcarrier. Therefore, we investigate
the achievable capacity of distributed MISO transmissions
and compare it with the capacity achievable by an exclusive
allocation of a subcarrier to the best out of multiple transmit-

ters. For simplicity reasons, we consider a scenario with Nf
transmitters, only one receiver and only one subcarrier.
A. Best-of-Selection
The probability density function (pdf) of the envelope of
the channel response |hi | = x corresponding to transmitter i
assuming Rayleigh fading is given by
P (|hi | = x) =

2x − xγ̄2
e i , for x ≥ 0,
γ̄i

(2)

where γ̄i denotes the average SNR of this channel. The
corresponding cumulative distribution function (cdf) is given
by
2

− xγ̄

P (|hi | ≤ x) = 1 − e

i

, for x ≥ 0.

(3)

In case that we can select the best channel out of Nf links,
the resulting pdf of the best-of-Nf selection is given by
Nf
∑

P (|hmax | = x) =

i1 =1

P (|hi1 | = x)

Nf
∑
2x − γ̄xi2
e 1
γ̄
i =1 i1

=
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P (|hi2 | ≤ x)

(
)
2
− γ̄x
i2
1−e
,
(4)

where |hmax | = max(|hi |). The pdf of |hmax | for different
i
numbers Nf of transmitters is shown in Figure 2a). Assuming a
normalized transmit and noise power equal to one, the average
channel capacity of the best-of-Nf selection can be determined
by
∫ ∞
(
)
P (|hmax | = x) · log2 1 + x2 dx. (5)
C̄best-of =
0

B. MISO transmission

Instead of selecting the best transmitter out of Nf , nodes
can also transmit simultaneously in a MISO fashion if the
corresponding data is available at all nodes. The optimal
strategy in terms of channel capacity is to adjust the phase
of each signal such that they add up constructively at the
receiver [9].
To achieve this, transmitter i uses a beam weight
h∗
αi = |h |√i N . In this case, the resulting SNR at the receiver
i
f
assuming noise power equal to one and assuming that the
overall transmit power is equal to one and equally distributed
among the transmitters is given by

2
Nf
∑
|h
|
√i  .
γmiso = |hmiso |2 = 
(6)
Nf
i

The pdf of |hmiso | for different number of transmitters N
is shown in Figure 2b). The average channel capacity using
distributed MISO transmission is given by
∫ ∞
)
(
P (|hmiso | = x) · log2 1 + x2 dx. (7)
C̄miso =
0

In Figure 2c), the average capacities for best-of-selection and
for MISO transmissions are shown over the number Nf of
potential transmitters, in which each link has an average SNR

Fig. 2. Comparison between best-of selection and MISO transmissions for
different numbers Nf of transmitters.

of 15 dB (assuming transmit power equal to one). It can
be seen that MISO transmissions provide significantly higher
capacity gains compared to a best-of-selection especially for
a high number of transmitters. For instance, for Nf = 4
transmitters, distributed MISO achieves approximately 69.5 %
gain while the best-of-selection only achieves approximately
46 % gain compared to the single transmitter case. However, as
mentioned before, to utilize distributed MISO, each transmitter
has to have the corresponding data packet. How data packets
can be distributed among the desired forwarders within each
cluster is considered in the next section.
V. E NABLING DISTRIBUTED MISO TRANSMISSIONS C LUSTER TRANSMISSION PHASES
To provide data packets to multiple nodes of a cluster, the
source node could continue to send coded versions of each
packet until all desired nodes have successfully decoded the
packets. However, in case that the cluster nodes are placed
closer to each other compared to the distance to the source
or to the nodes of consecutive clusters, the SNRs of the links
within the cluster are probably much higher. Therefore, it is
beneficial to exchange data packets within each cluster. By using of fountain codes, all nodes within the cluster have already
accumulated mutual information concerning all transmitted
data packets. This means that the additional exchange within
the cluster only needs to close the remaining gap in terms
of mutual information to enable the other nodes to decode a
certain packet. In the following, two elementary transmission

achieved. To enable a fair comparison in terms of transmit
power between different forwarding schemes, we limit the
transmit power per subcarrier. In case that multiple nodes
transmit on the same subcarrier, we assume the transmit power
used on this subcarrier is equally distributed among the nodes.

Fig. 3. Possible transmission phases. a) Only a single node within a cluster
is transmitting at a time such that other nodes within the cluster can overhear.
b) All nodes within the cluster are transmitting simultaneously.

phases, the intra-cluster distribution phase and the inter-cluster
forwarding phase, are introduced which are considered within
each cluster.

VI. F ORWARDING SCHEMES UTILIZING DISTRIBUTED
MISO
In this section, two forwarding schemes are presented which
are aiming to minimize the number of required time slots until
each data packet has been decoded by one node of the next
cluster. The first scheme relies on a full distribution of all
data packets within each cluster. The second scheme adapts
the extent to which data packets are distributed within the
cluster according to the local channel conditions.

A. Intra-cluster distribution phase - Single node transmission
In the first transmission phase shown in Figure 3a), only
one node of a cluster is transmitting at a time using all
subcarriers. Since we assume that nodes cannot transmit and
receive simultaneously, this is the only way to distribute data
packets within the cluster. The nodes can successively claim
this transmission phase in a round robin fashion. Each node
is aiming at distributing data packets within the cluster which
could not be decoded so far by the other nodes to enable
distributed MISO transmissions in the following inter-cluster
forwarding phase. Of course, also the nodes of the next cluster
can overhear the transmissions and already start to accumulate
mutual information about the distributed data packets. For how
many time slots the nodes utilize the intra-cluster distribution
phase depends on the used forwarding schemes which are
introduced in the next section.
Since there is only one node transmitting at a time in the
intra-cluster distribution phase, the possible gain achieved by
a subcarrier allocation or by distributed MISO transmissions
cannot be achieved during this phase. This means that enabling
MISO transmissions to achieve higher throughput gains in the
inter-cluster forwarding phase comes at the cost of temporarily
reduced throughput to the next cluster during intra-cluster
distribution.
B. Inter-cluster forwarding phase - Common and simultaneous node transmission
In the second phase, named inter-cluster forwarding phase,
all nodes within the current cluster are transmitting simultaneously as shown in Figure 3b). The aim is to forward each
data packet to at least one node of the next cluster as fast as
possible. Nodes stop transmitting a certain data packet once at
least one receiver of the next cluster has successfully decoded
the packet. The nodes can share the available subcarriers
based on the local channel knowledge. The diversity of links
between the clusters can be exploited by an adaptive subcarrier
allocation. In addition, multiple nodes can transmit on the
same subcarrier if they transmit the same data packet. In
this case, the nodes have to use the same code to represent
the data packet. Therefore, no interference between different
signals takes place, but an amplification of the same signals is

A. Cooperative forwarding based on full intra-cluster distribution
As mentioned before, each node within a cluster is aware
of the availability of the data packets at the other nodes within
the cluster by overhearing the transmitted acknowledgments.
In order to provide each data packet to each node within
the cluster, nodes can successively utilize the intra-cluster
distribution phase. Within this phase, the single node which is
transmitting uses all subcarriers. To schedule the data packets
to the subcarriers, Algorithm 1 is used but instead of starting
with a set containing all data packets, each node i maintains
a set Spackets,i which includes all packets which are available
at node i but not at each of the other nodes within the current
cluster. Data packets which are decoded by all nodes within
the cluster are removed from set Spackets,i . Each node i within
the cluster demands the intra-cluster distribution phase until its
set Spackets,i is empty which means that all data packets are
available at all nodes within the cluster.
In the inter-cluster forwarding phase, each data packet is
transmitted in a distributed MISO fashion by all nodes within
the cluster. The corresponding Nsc data packets for each
subcarrier in the next time slot are again selected based on
Algorithm 1. This time, the scheduling is again based on set
Spackets which contains all data packets which are not decoded
by the nodes of the next cluster so far. In order to minimize the
required time slots until at least one node of the next cluster
is able to decode a certain packet, the transmit nodes use a
beam weight adapted to one receiver j such that the signals
from the different transmitters will constructively add up at
this receiver j. To find the best receiver for each subcarrier n
out of the next cluster, we determine the time treq,j,nk required
by each receiver j to decode data packet k by
treq,j,nk =

Hdata − Hj,k
,
Cmiso,j,n

(8)

where Hj,k denotes the mutual information that node j has
already accumulated concerning data packet k and Cmiso,j,n
denotes the MISO channel capacity achievable in the current
time slot at receiver j using subcarrier n if the transmit nodes
adapt their beam weights to this receiver. For each subcarrier

n, the transmit nodes select receiver j with the lowest treq,j,nk
and then use the corresponding beam weight given by
αi,n =

h∗i,j,n
√ .
|hi,j,n | Nf

(9)

By using these beam weights, the different phases of the
channels to receiver j are canceled out such that a beamforming takes place. The achieved channel capacity at receiver
j is then given by

2 

Nf
∑ |hi,j,n | 

 .
√
(10)
Cmiso,j,n = log2 1 + 
Nf
i

B. Cooperative forwarding based on adaptive intra-cluster
distribution

As explained in Section V, distributing data packets within a
cluster comes at the cost of temporarily reduced throughput to
the next cluster since no adaptive subcarrier allocation and no
MISO transmission can be exploited in this phase. Therefore,
we aim at finding an adaptive scheme in which nodes only
exchange a part of the data packets depending on the local
channel conditions in order to reduce the required time slots
for the intra-cluster distribution.
Based on Equation (6), we can determine if an additional
transmitter improves the SNR of a MISO transmission. In case
there are Nf −1 transmitters, adding an Nf -th transmitter only
leads to a higher MISO-SNR if the following inequality holds:
)2 (N −1
)2
(N
f
f
∑
∑
|hi |
|hi |
√
√
≥
(11)
Nf
Nf − 1
i
i
By rearranging the inequality, we get
(√
) (N −1
)2
f
∑
Nf
2
|hNf | ≥
−1 ·
|hi | .
Nf − 1
i=1

(12)

This inequality provides a condition for an additional channel which has to be fulfilled to improve a common MISO
transmission. As a consequence, we conclude that not all data
packets have to be available at all nodes within the cluster
to achieve the highest possible throughput in the inter-cluster
forwarding phase.
However, an optimal solution on how many data packets
should be available at which node cannot be found since it
would require exact non-causal knowledge about the future
channel conditions on all subcarriers during the upcoming
time slots. Therefore, we introduce a sub-optimal heuristic
based on the available channel knowledge between the nodes
of consecutive clusters. The aim is to find a percentage of data
packets that should be available at node i based on the current
average SNR γ̄i between node i and the nodes of the next
cluster. Based on test simulations in which each data packet
is available at each node in a cluster, we can determine which
percentage of data packets is used by each node if Inequality
(12) is applied as a condition for a node to take part of a
MISO transmission. This means that first, only the node with

Fig. 4. Percentage of required data packets for a cluster size of Nf = 3
nodes.

the strongest channel is selected as transmitter and the node
with the next-best channel is only added if Inequality (12) is
fulfilled. In Figure 4, the percentage of required data packets
is shown for a cluster size Nf = 3 over the ratio between
the current average SNR γ̄i of node i and the current average
SNR γ̄clusters of all links between the consecutive cluster. The
results depend on the number Nf of forwarding nodes in each
cluster. Therefore, we determine this distribution for different
cluster sizes Nf and use the results as a look-up table to decide
in each individual cluster how many data packets should be
exchanged within the cluster.
As a consequence, each node within the current cluster
only demands the intra-cluster distribution phase as long as
it still has data packets available which are not available at a
node which does not fulfill the percentage of data packets
according to the look-up table. For the scheduling of data
packets to subcarriers in the intra-cluster distribution phase,
again Algorithm 1 is used but it is based on a sorted set
sort
sort
Spackets,i
of the data packets. Set Spackets,i
contains all data
packets which are available at node i but not at all other nodes
of the cluster, sorted by the number of nodes at which they
are available in decreasing order. This means that data packets
which are not available at most other nodes are selected first,
which makes the distribution more efficient. Furthermore, a
node i only uses the intra-cluster distribution as long as the
sort
number of data packets in set Spackets,i
is at least equal to half
the number of subcarriers Nsc . This prevents a wasteful use
of resources for a distribution of only a very few data packets.
Since not all data packets are available at all nodes within
the cluster after the intra-cluster distribution, the scheduling
of data packets to subcarriers becomes important in the intercluster forwarding phase. Different combinations of the transmitters provide different channel capacities on the available
subcarriers. Therefore, we select the Nsc data packets to be
transmitted in the next time slot according to Algorithm 1, but
we do not directly assign them to the subcarriers as explained
in step 1) of the algorithm. For each possible assignment of
a data packet k to a subcarrier n, we determine the time
treq,j,nk required for each of the possible receiver j to decode
data packet k if it is transmitted on subcarrier n. Thereby,
the transmit nodes are selected step-wise, out of the nodes at
which data packet k is available, only if they fulfill Inequality
(12). The minimum treq,j,nk with respect to the potential

receiver is stored in a Nsc × Nsc -cost matrix C. The k, n-th
element in this matrix is then given by
C(k, n) = min(treq,j,nk ).
j

(13)

To assign the data packets to the subcarriers, the Hungarian
method [10] is used. This algorithm determines the assignment
with the minimum possible sum of the selected elements
treq,j,nk .
VII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, the performance of the proposed forwarding
schemes is evaluated based on simulations. To evaluate the
utilization of distributed MISO transmissions, we compare the
two schemes with a third forwarding strategy which only uses
SISO transmissions. This SISO forwarding scheme is identical
to the second forwarding scheme presented in Subsection
VI B, which is in the following termed “MISO adaptive”,
except that no intra-cluster distribution takes place at all. The
corresponding cost-matrix is determined based on the SISO
capacities, but the subcarrier assignment is still based on
the Hungarian method. The forwarding scheme proposed in
Subsection VI A is termed “MISO full” in the following.
For the simulations, the parameters given in Table I are
used. We generate networks with a fixed position of the source
and the destination but with randomly distributed remaining
nodes. Before the data transmission, only a part of the nodes
is selected which form the structure introduced in Section II
as follows: First, a unipath between source and destination is
determined with a minimum possible number of hops under
the constraint of a minimum average link SNR of 15 dB. This
average SNR value is achieved for a distance of approximately
19.5 m. Each of the intermediate nodes within this unipath
constitutes the starting point of a cluster. Next, each of these
nodes selects the additional nodes for its cluster. The additional
nodes for each cluster are selected according to the highest
minimum link SNR with respect to the previous node and the
next node within the unipath.
The entropy Hdata of each data packet is normalized to
1 bit/Hz such that the results become independent of the
subcarrier bandwidth. The length T of each time slot is chosen
such that for an average SNR of 15 dB approximately four
transmissions are required to decode a data packet. Reducing
T can enable a more precise adaptation of the required time
resources for each data packet. However, after each time slot,
a pause is required for acknowledgments which reduces the
effective throughput. This overhead introduced by the required
acknowledgments is not taken into account in this work.
Therefore, we have chosen T such that the required overhead
keeps reasonable.
In Figure 5, the achievable end-to-end throughput is depicted as a function of the number of nodes on the map. For
an increased number of nodes on the map, the number of
required hops for the construction of the underlying unipath
can be reduced. For 100 nodes on the map, on average 5.52
hops are required while for 200 nodes, only 5.04 hops are
required. Furthermore, since more potential nodes are available

TABLE I
S YSTEM PARAMETERS

Map size x × y
Number of nodes on the map
Position source (x, y)
Position destination (x, y)
Pathloss exponent α
Number Nsc of subcarriers
Number of data packets
Entropy of each data packet Hdata
Time slot length T

100m × 50m
100-200
(10, 25)
(90, 25)
3
16
100
1 bit/Hz
0.05 s

for each cluster, the channel conditions tend to be better. This
leads to better conditions for all considered schemes which
results in higher achievable throughput. It can be seen that the
MISO full forwarding scheme is outperformed by the SISO
forwarding scheme. This means that the full distribution of
data packets within each cluster is too expensive in terms of the
lost throughput to the next cluster within this phase. Compared
with that, the SISO scheme exploits the link diversity by the
adaptive subcarrier allocation among the nodes of each cluster
the whole time. Furthermore, it can be seen that by increasing
the number Nf of forwarding nodes in each cluster to 4
nodes, the MISO full scheme can only significantly increase
the throughput in networks with a high node density. In this
case, the nodes within a cluster tend to be placed closer to
each other which makes the intra-cluster distribution more
efficient. For only 100 nodes in the network, only a small
gain is achieved by a larger cluster size. The same effect is
observable for the MISO adaptive scheme which outperforms
the other two considered schemes for all considered network
densities. Compared to the MISO full scheme, a throughput
gain of up to 7.55 % can be achieved by adapting the intracluster distribution for a network with 200 nodes and a cluster
size Nf = 4. By reducing the effort for the intra-cluster
distribution to a reasonable extent, including distributed MISO
transmissions leads to throughput gains.

Fig. 5. Average achievable throughput for different number of nodes in the
network

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed two novel cooperative forwarding strategies which integrate distributed MISO transmissions
in data forwarding using clusters of cooperating nodes in
OFDMA multihop networks. We compared the proposed
schemes with a forwarding strategy that only considers SISO
transmissions. It was shown that distributed MISO transmissions can provide high potential gains in terms of achievable
throughput. However, to enable distributed MISO transmissions the distribution of the same data packet to multiple
desired transmitters is required which causes rate losses during
the distribution phase. By exploiting the properties of fountain
codes and by adapting the extend to which data packets are
distributed within each cluster, a higher throughput could
be achieved by including distributed MISO transmissions
compared to the pure SISO forwarding strategy.
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